WeatherJacs® End Caps

Impact on Cost • Increase Your Productivity

- Same numbering system as Ideal’s Cut & Roll Jacketing, Pressed Bevels, and Fab Straps, making material management, storage & ordering easy
- Collar easily slips between insulation and jacket
- Manufactured with minimum 1.5” smooth collar making them easier and faster to install
- Superior performing product for your customer
- They are pre marked to common iron pipe and insulation thickness combination making them easier and quicker to install
- Reduce the need for costly on site fabrication equipment
- Aesthetically pleasing which helps your finished product to look great
- The cost is known, which helps to reduce unknown Fabrication costs on a project
- Allows you to put your most valuable asset, your manpower where it is needed, which helps to increase capacity
- Hinged on one side for easy installation

Impact on Safety • Helping you become a Safer Employer

- Factory deburred edges which makes them safer to handle
- Pre manufactured, which reduces the exposure of your workers to sharp metal edges and repetitive motion while fabricating the traditional end cap
- Help to protect your most valuable asset, your manpower

Aluminum available in 24 sizes
Cover any combination of insulation and pipe up to 24” O.D.
Stainless steel endcaps available (consult with your Ideal Products rep)

Consider.

Are Your Fabrication Costs Continually Rising?
Is your Productivity Variable?
Is Safety Important to you, your Customers, and your Employees?

Consider using WeatherJacs® Pressed End Caps and see the difference they can make.